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Abstract - Document images are more popular in today’s world 
and being made available over the internet for Information 
retrieval. The document images becomes a difficult task 
compared with digital texts and edge detection is an important 
task in the document image retrieval, edge detection indicates 
to the process of finding sharp discontinuation of characters in 
the document images. The single edge detection methods 
causing the weak gradient and edge missing problems adopts 
the method of combining global with local edge detection to 
extract edge. The global edge detection obtains the whole edges 
and uses to improve adaptive smooth filter algorithm based on 
canny operator. These combinations increase the detection 
efficiency and reduce the computational time. In addition, the 
proposed algorithm has been tested through real-time 
document retrieval system to detect the edges in unstructured 
environment and generate 2D maps. These maps contain the 
starting and destination points in addition to current positions 
of the objects. This proposed work enhancing the searching 
ability of the document to move towards the optimal solution 
and to verify the capability in terms of detection efficiency. 
Keywords: Adaptive Smoothing, Character Recognition, 
Document Layout, Edge Detection, Edge Preserving, Gradient 
Mapping 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

ow a day’s all over digitization technology is used with 
digitalization of the world, the paper based documents need 
to be converted into digital to make them handier, 
searchable and for preserving of the documents. Optical 
Character recognition is used for this process. OCR can be 
described as Mechanical or electronic conversion of 
scanned images where images can be handwritten, 
typewritten or printed text [2]. One of the main challenges 
in this field is to recognize the cursive handwritten text. The 
problem is to align the text, segment individual characters 
and then recognize the characters. This paper describes the 
needs, applications, basic terminology and specific research 
contributions related to handwritten character recognition. 
The detection techniques line-out the processing steps 
involved in the detection process and also classify various 
methods related to each step. Handwriting skill is unique for 
each person [1]. Each script contains an own set of icons. 
These icons are known as characters or letters. Each letter 
has a specified shape.  
 
Text detection is a crucial step in processing textual 
information in images. Finding the text regions is the first 

stage of a standard OCR pipeline in extracting image 
text[10]. Determining the location of text is also important 
for high-level image content understanding, the text location 
indicates the meaning of certain image text element, such as 
the label of the x- versus y-axis in a graph. Practical 
applications aside, in this paper, exclusively concerned with 
optimizing the performance of text detection, which is a 
fundamental research problem in image text processing. 
 
During the development of the corpus, the clear guidelines 
are exactly constitutes on an image text region and how to 
manually mark the image region linked to the string. Then 
compared the proposed algorithm against three existing 
state-of-the-art text detection methods. Even though our 
algorithm applied for processing all images types, it is 
especially beneficial for images embedded in document 
publications.  
 

II. RELATED WORK 
 
Briefly look at prior work on image processing algorithms 
for image text detection, is concerned with separating image 
text elements from other elements in an image. Ohya et al., 
[2] presented an algorithm for text detection from document 
images. In their work, they first detect character 
components according to gray-level differences and then 
match the results to standard character patterns captured in a 
database. The method is very robust to the font, size and 
intensity variation in the image texts, but is not able to deal 
with color and orientation changes. Zhong et al., [3] 
mentioned a connected component method for locating texts 
in a complex color image. Their method analyzes the color 
histogram of the RGB space to detect text regions. Jung [4] 
introduced a neural network approach for identifying text in 
color images. The text detection problem for texts with 
different orientations and other distortions, Messelodi and 
Modena[5] described the use of low level image features 
such as density and contrast to detect image texts, with the 
ability to deal with skew in the image text. Hasan and 
Karam [6] also proposed morphological approach for image 
text detection, is robust to the presence of noise, text 
orientation, skew and curvature. 

 
A.  Contribution of Our Work  
 
To overcome the limitation, it is necessary to develop an 
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approach to segment the regions properly. This inspired us 
to work on the problem of text detection in document 
images to segment the region along with text region 
detection. Consumption of time in execution is also 
important to provide good results in real time [7]. Having 
this factor in mind has considered the fact that edges are 
reliable features of text regardless of color or intensity, 
layout, orientation etc. The edge detection operation is 
performed using the basic operators of mathematical 
morphology. Using the edges the algorithm has tried to find 
out text with connected components. These components 
have been labeled to identify different components of the 
text in the document image. Once the components have 
been identified, the variance is found for each connected 
component considering the gray levels of those components. 
 
B.  Traditional Histogram Analysis Based Text Detection 
 
One of the most popular text region detection methods 
toanalyzethe vertical and horizontal projection of 
histograms in document images. More concretely, given an 
input image, first detect the edge pixels in the image [8]. 
Then a vertical and a horizontal projection histogram are 
derived. It is assumed that text regions generally exhibit 
higher density of edge pixels than non-text regions. The 
vertical and horizontal histograms will thus show the 
highest density of edge pixels in text areas. A density 
threshold defines the exact dimensions of the text area along 
the vertical and horizontal histogram. The traditional 
histogram-based analysis technique does not cope well with 
distributed and nested text layout. To address this problem 
to introduce a new iterative pivoting histogram analysis 
procedure for text region detection. 
 
C.   Region Based Text detection 
 
Region-based methods use the property of the gray-scale or 
color in a text content region or their differences with the 
Corresponding properties of the background of that image. 
This technique follows bottom-up approach method by 
grouping the small components into consecutively larger 
components step by step until all the similar regions are 
identified in an image [9-11]. 
 
Leon et al., [10] presented a method for caption text 
detection. It included a generic indexing system dealing 
with semantic concepts are used to automatically detect the 
text region using common image description. The presented 
the image description which is a hierarchical region-based 
image technique and introduced the algorithm for text 
detection. This region-based algorithm is divided into three 
stages. 
1. Text candidate spotting: It is an attempt to segment the 

text region from the background. 
2. Text characteristics verification: In this stage the text 

content regions are grouped to discard those non-text 
regions that were wrongly selected. 

3. Consistency analysis for output: Regions representing 
the text content are enhanced to obtain a more useful 
representation for an optical character recognition. 

D.  Edge Based Techniques 
 
Edges are the reliable feature of text in spite of color, 
intensity, orientations, layout, etc. Edge-based text 
extraction method is a general-purpose algorithm, which 
can quickly and efficiently localize and extract the text 
region from different kinds of images [12]. The edge 
density is calculated based on the average edge strength of 
boundaries of the connected component within a window. 
Taking into consideration of effectiveness and efficiency, 
four orientation alterations such as 00 , 450 ,900 , 1350 were 
used to calculate the variance of edge orientations, where 00 
denotes horizontal edge direction, 900 denotes vertical edge 
direction, and 450 and 1350 are the two diagonal edge 
directions. Edge detector step is carried out by using a 
multi-scale technique, where the multi-scale present in an 
image is produced by Gaussian pyramids after sequentially 
applying the low-pass filter and down-sample the original 
image in both vertical and horizontal directions [13]. 
 

III. PROPOSED METHOD 
 

Mathematical morphology is a topological and geometrical 
based method for image analysis [14]. It provides powerful 
tools for identifying and extracting the geometrical 
structures and representing shapes in a lot of applications. 
Morphological based feature extraction methods have been 
efficiently applied for document analysis and character 
recognition. It is used to extract the text contrast features 
from the processed images or video frame. The text feature 
is invariant against various geometrical image changes like 
rotation, translation and scaling. Even after the variations in 
lighting condition the color of the text is also changed but 
the geometrical features still can be maintained. This 
technique works robustly under different image orientations 
and geometrical features. 
 
The canny edge detector is an edge detection operator that 
uses a multi stage algorithm to detect a wide range of edges 
in images. The process of canny edge detection algorithms 
can be listed. 
1. Apply Gaussian filters to smooth the image in order to 

remove the noise. 
2. Find the intensity gradients of the image. 
3. Apply non-maximum suppression to get rid of spurious 

to edge detection 
4. Apply double threshold to determine potential edges 
5. Track edges by hysteresis. 

 
After application of non-maximum suppression, remaining 
edge pixels provide a more accurate representation of real 
edges in an image. However, some edges pixels remain that 
are caused by noise and color variation. It is essential to 
filter out edge pixels with weak gradient value and preserve 
edge pixels with a high gradient value. This is accomplished 
by selecting high and low threshold values. If an edge 
pixel’s gradient value is higher than the high threshold 
value, it is marked as a strong edge pixel [15]. Ifan edge 
pixel’s gradient value is smaller than the high threshold 
value and larger than the low threshold value, it is marked 
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as a weak edge pixel. The strong edge pixels should 
certainly be involved in the final edge image, as they are 
extracted from the true edges in the image. However, there 
will be some debate on the weak edge pixels, as these pixels 
can either be extracted from the true edge or the noise /color 
variations to achieve an accurate result, the weak edges 
caused by the latter reasons should be removed. Usually a 
weak edge pixel caused from the true edge will be 
connected to a strong edge pixel while noise response are 
unconnected to track the edge connection, blob analysis is 
applied by looking at a weak edge pixel and its 8-connected 
neighborhood pixels as long as there is one strong edge 
pixel that is involved in the blob, that weak edge point can 
be identified as one that should be preserved. 

  

 
 

Fig.1 Region identification by edge detection 
 
For region extraction we have employed canny edge 
detection, region filtering and finally stroke width technique 
to extract text regions from MSER [16].Canny edge 
detection is well known method to detect the wide range of 
edges in the image. We used canny to detect the edges of 
the text region in the image; in our input image we have text 
and some other uselessobjects.We want to detect the only 
text from that image the MSER identifies the regions and by 
using canny edge detector we detect the edges of the text 
regions only so we can eliminate the other things easily. 
Region filtering is used to identify the properties of different 
regions presented in the input image using the pixel values, 
by using those properties we can separate the image into sub 
images and get the text region image. 
 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

Through visual analysis, it is clear that our method is 
successful along with segmentation; pixels of region are 
also identified [17-19]. Our method is simple and fast 
because of using basic image processing techniques also be 
helpful in other medical imaging applications, pattern 
matching, and feature extraction. The main drawback of our 
method is the manual selection of threshold parameter and 
size of averaging filter. The Region and boundary 
descriptors are used for quantitatively characterizing the 
abnormality from the digital images. Stroke width is useful 
discriminator for text in images, is the variation in stroke 
width within eachtextso it is useful to eliminate regions 
where the stroke width exhibits large variation[20]. 

Consider an image as shown in Fig. 2 contains some text in 
foreground and background contains some unwanted things. 
Every region can be filtered with different colors from 0 to 
255. The main use of the canny is to remove on-text regions 
from the input image the canny edge detection we have to 
separate the letters from the background and many of the 
non-text regions have been separate from text. Now the 
filtering is to remove some of the connected components 
busing their region properties shown in Fig.3. 
 

 
Fig. 2 Input Image 

 
 

 
Fig.3 Canny Edges with MSER Regions 

 
 

 
Fig.4. Text Before and after Region Filtering 

 
 

 
Fig. 5 Visualization of Text with Stroke width 

 
Once all the potential lines are detected, a procedure to 
apply a threshold is performed to obtain a possible line 
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separation in the text. Dynamically calculated and it is 
proportional to the average length of the lines in the text Y 
histogram values given by Fig.4. This process applied to the 
histogram aims to remove the regions in the histogram that 
are not referred to the lines in the text, or the elimination of 
noises with the text lines. Once the possible text line regions 
are separated by removing an offset from the histogram 
determine the average height of these regions to exclude 
false lines that might be detected text regions with stroke 
width given in Fig.5. The idea is to find the maximum area 
that each line might be inscribed, by determining the 
superior and inferior coordinates in the axis. Fig.3 shows the 
limits of these regions after the exclusion threshold is 
applied. The dashed lines are the limits between two 
adjacent line regions. In this way, the excluded regions are 
recovered. Note that the limit lines establish the maximum 
and minimum coordinates for each text line. 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

The images have been tested using various retrieval 
techniques. It has been observed that the threshold depends 
on a various parameters like the illumination condition 
reflections and the scan point spread function. This 
approach has used morphological clearing of images to 
reduce the number of false positive obtained. The proposed 
method significantly reduces the number of ambiguous 
feature matches and greatly improves the image matching 
performance if text characters by using stroke width along 
unstructured environment of the document images. 
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